Practically, it is not feasible to obtain the precise reliability of systems in a reasonable time, when the systems are large and complex. In this paper, we present some stochastic bounds on generalized systems of which state spaces are mathematically partially ordered sets. In the first place we introduce a notion of generalized systems and then present some stochastic bounds on the system reliability by using maximal and minimal elements of the structures of the systems. The bounds are generalization of the well-known max-min bounds on binary-state system reliability. Furthermore, we present the other stochastic bounds when systems are decomposed into several modules and satisfy a condition which is called MC (Maximal Coincidence) condition. We show that these bounds are tighter than the former. For a few simple systems, we give numerical examples and estimations of computational complexity for obtaining these stochastic bounds.
Introduction
In reliability theory it is important to obtain the precise reliability of systems. However, for the purpose of determining the precise system reliability, the indispensable computational complexity increases exponentially with an increase in the number of both the components of the system and the states of them. For example, consider a multi-state system composed of n components. Supposing that the system and all the components have m states, for convenience, then the computational complexity to the precise reliability becomes O(m n ). For this reason, L.D.Bodin [3] and D.A.Butler [4] have been proposed some stochastic bounds on the system reliability which can be obtained in a little computational complexity. [3] and [4] established stochastic bounds on binary-state systems and on multi-state systems, respectively. lleccntly man) authors treat multi-SLate systems, e.g., Il.E.Harlow and A.S.Wu [2] , E.EI-Neweihi et al [5] . W.S.Griffith [7] . D.A.Butler [4] and F.Ohi and T.Nishida [8, 9] . S. Shinmori et al [11] . Roughly speaking, almost all works on the multi-state systems have the restriction that all the state spaces are finite totally ordered sets. Therefore, we can not use the notion of multi-state systems defined by the above authors for treating the system composed of units whose state spaces are partially ordered sets. Practically, there exist systems of which state spaces are not totally ordered sets, for example, the state of a system may be directly indicated by the two distinct factors, as temperature and humidity.
In this paper, we discuss stochastic bounds on more generalized systems that the state spaces of both the systems and all the components are defined only as partially ordered sets. The results of associated probability measures proposed by F.Ohi, S. Shinmori and T. Nishida [10J are applied in order to derive stochastic bounds. Furthermore, we present stochastic bounds in case that all the state spaces are defined as finite partially ordered sets and systems are decomposed into several modules.
In Section 2, we present the definition of generalized systems and some notation. A theorem which plays a crucial role in the sequence is presented. In Section 3, we discuss the precise system reliability and some stochastic bounds. consider stochastic bounds in case that the systems are decomposed present a few simple examples. In Section 5, we give a comparison complexity for stochastic bounds developed in sections 3 and 4.
Prel i.inaries
In Section 4, we into modules, and of the computational J. D. Esary et al [6J have introduced the notion of "association" which is vpry useful in discussing stochastic bounds on system reliability; Random variables T I , ... ,T n are said to be "associated" if Cov[ f (TI,"" Tn), g (TI,"" Tn)J ~ 0 for any nondecreasing functions f and g. In many physical reliability situations, the notion of association means that the functioning (failure) of a component contributes to the functioning (failure) of the remaInIng components and so on (see Section 2 of Chapter 2 in [1] ).
Furthermore, F.Ohi et al in [10J have presented a definition of associated probability measures on general partially ordered sets, and showed the necessary and sufficient condition for a probabi I i ty P to be associated as follows:
Definition O. Let 12 be a partially ordered set and let 3-be the a -field generated by the class of all the increasing subsets of 12. A probability P on (12.3-) is called associated if and only if for any real-valued increasing measurable functions f and g such tha t f, g and fog are integrable wi th respect to p, (2.1) f 12 fog d P :;;-; f 12
Let 12 be a partially ordered set. A probability P on (12, 3-lis associated if and only if for every increasing subsets A and B of 3-.
Note that a subset A of a partially ordered set 12 is called increasing (decreasing) if and only if xE A and x<:;;y (y<:;;x) imply yE A. The concept of increasing and decreasing subsets will play an important role in our study. We denote by (0'';,112;, @i';,l3-i ) the product measurable space of (12;,3-;), i=I .... ,n. From Theorem 0 we obtain the next theorem which is useful for obtaining stochastic bounds on reliability of systems.
Theore. 2.1. Let 12; (i=l, ... , n) be a partially ordered set and let 3-; be the afield generated by the class of all the increasing subsets of 12;. If P is an associated probability on (Oi';,IQ;,@i';,l3-i ), then we have 
since Q j \ A i is a decrea sing set. Therefore. we have l-ll~dl-R(Ai)} ~ P(Jl~,Ai) for any increasing sets AiE.}i(i=l, .... n).
Q. E. D. Now we give a definition of generalized systems which includes almost all the multi-state systems. Definition 2.1. A generalized system is a triplet (ll,';"Q ,. S.!P) satisfying the following conditions:
(i) Q, (i=1. .... n) and S are partially ordered sets.
o i} !p is an increasing surjecti ve mapping from the product ordered set II :~, Q j to S.
We use "increasing" in place of "nondecreasing" and the common symbol "~" in order to indicate the "order" on Q, (i=I ..... n) and S. Further we use the follo'l.ing notation for a system (I1,';"Qi'S,!P) throughout this paper. where SES. and ~E II ,' ;" Q j.
(1) c ~-i 1 , n i . that is. C denotes the set of all the components.
is the set of a 11 the maximal elements of a set A. In this section. we present stochastic bounds on the generalized system (ll,';"Q ,. S.!P) given in Definition 2.1. and apply them to some concrete systems. Applying stochastic bounds obtained in this section to an ac:ual system. the point is whether the assumption of association holds or not.
If all the components. whose state spaces are the same finite totally ordered sets. are mutual:.y independent. the assumption of association al~ays holds. As stated in [10] . it is notable that the assumption of association may be also satisfied for the generalized system composed of independent componen t s. 
Qi.
Sin c e cp' ( ss ) Ii cp' ( S$ ) = r/> (t he em pt y set). we h a v e cp' (So,) = , I 7 E I' w/ = (n c,. Q. E. D.
Since (II i~' Q i. S.!P) is a general ized system. we see that !p is a measurable function from (n,~,Qi.~i~,Jj) to (S.J). where J is the a-field generated by the class of all the increasing subsets of S. Letting P be a probability on (IIC,.Q j.
~i~'.}i), P {cp'(s») means the system reliability that the performance of the system becomes state s. where s belongs to S.
If we obtain the system reliability P {cp·(s») for any s of S.
the another probability P Icp·(ss»). of which the state is greater than or equal to s. can be directly computed as L P {cp'(t»). Hence we see that the ss t probability P{cp'(ss») is equivalent to the system reliability Plcp'(s»).
Further.
throughout all the results of this section. we may replace Plcp'(ss») with Plcp'(A»). where A is an increasing subset of S. since {yE S ; SSy) belongs to the class of al J the increasing subsets of partially ordered set S. From a physical point of view. however. we conclude that P {cp'(ss») is noteworthy and clearly easy to treat. For the above reasons. we consider the probabi 1 i ty P {cp' (ss») as the system rei iabi 1 i ty in the follow ing. The system reliability P {cp'(So,») and some stochastic bounds on the system reliability are derived from Lemma 3.1 as follows:
Tbeore. 3.1. Suppose that (II {:,. Q j. S.!P) is a generalized system and P isa probab i I i ty on (n c,. Q j . ~ i~. J j ). Then for each s of S. we have
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Stochastic Bounds for Generalized Systems s and U ')' Er w')' from (3.2) .. we see that
the proof is complete.
Q.E. D.
Theore.3.2.
Under the same assumption of Theorem 3.1. the following inequality holds:
Further. under the additional assumption that P is associated. we have
Proof: Since ,I rE r W r s C W r s holds for any rE r. and from (3.4),
Similarly. for vos(o E 1';). we have P {ep'(S:;;)I ~ inf 0 E I'; P {(n~IQ i)\ v<' 5 s ) ~ 1 -supo E I'; P(VOS)
~ p{(ni~IQi)\noEI'; vos) ~ l-p(nOEI'; vOS).
Let P be associated.
Then we see that n[,~IR {pro.Q; (wrS)1 ~ P(w/). from Hence the second inequality in (3.7) follows from (3.6).
Since pro. Q; (,1 ')' E r W')'s) C pro. Q; (w')'S) holds for each i of C and ')' of r, the first inequality follows. The third and fourth inequalities follow similarly.
Q. E. D.
Thcore. 3.3 . Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and the additional assumpt i on that P is associated and r and I'; are at most countable. the fol Jowing inequality holds:
Proof: From the hypotheses and (3.5), we have P lep' (s::;) I
Corollary 3.1. Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 and the addi t ional assumption that P=09~IR, the following inequality holds:
Proof: From the assumption on p, we see that
IlL~IE{pro.Q'(vos)} and P(W r s ) = Il~IR{pro.Q,(wrs)}.
Then the resul t fol lows obviously from (3.8) and (3.10).
Application to soae concrete systeas.
We apply the resul ts of the previous sect ion to some concrete systems, i. e., the binary-state system, the Barlow-Wu system [2] and the multi-state system. Furthermore, we demonstrate numerical stochastic bounds for a simple generalized system composed of two compon en t s.
(I) Binary-state systea A system (lli~l\2 j, S, rp) is called a binary-state system if Q j and S are totally ordered sets containing two elements, that is, Q i = S = {O,ll (lE C). For any binarystate system, it follows that q5"1(1~)=q5"I(1) and q>-1(1;$)=q5"1(0 
where P A is the restriction of P to (niEAQj,09iEA.]j).
These stochastic bounds correspond to the well-known max-min bounds in [1] .
(2) Barlow-tu systea A system (Ili~IQi'S,rp) is called a Barlow-Wu system if Qi(lEC) and S are the same finite totally ordered sets and rp is represented by using a class, {Aj}j~I' of subsets of C, A;\Aj (l"ej), as follows: then we obtain stochastic bounds for the Barlow-Wu system. if P. a probability on (ni~,Qi.®i~,Ji). is associated. then we obtain stochastic bounds for the multi-state system. IIjE~{l-P(VjS)}::;;; P{qi'(ss)}::;;; l-IIjEr{l-P(Wj>}.
If the multi-state system (1l~,Q;. S.~) satisfies the additional condition Q;=S (j E C). these stochastic bOunds are identical wi th the bounds established in [4] . where Pi (iE {a,b.c.d}) denotes the probability that the component takes the state i.
Then the system reliability and its stochastic bounds are calculated from Theorems 3. I and 3.3 as follows:
Lower In this section we consider the generalized system composed entirely of modules. A module is a subset of components which constitutes a sub-system. and the module itself can be treated as cne component of the system (see [12] ). we exploit stochastic bounds in case that the generalized system is decomposed into a number of modules. We show that these stochastic bounds are always tighter than the stochastic bounds derived in section 3, if all the modules which compose a system satisfy a condition given later on. First of all, we present the definition of the modular decomposition. 
.. Xr(xr».
We will exploit new stochastic bounds for the above system (X. Z. ip) composed of r modules. Since the lower and upper bounds on system reliability are derived dually as shown in section 3, we are devoted to the lower bound in the following. For the upper bound the only results are given. In developing the lower bound for the system composed of a num~er of modules. the following condi tion. which wi II be called MC (Maximal Coincidence) condi tion. plays an important role. In particular. it is notable to inspect whether the generalized system (X. Y. X) satisfies MC condition. Further arbitrary maximal element of qJ'(z;1) (z E Z) is represented by both a maximal element of r/J"(z;1) and a maximal element of X·'(~L). where L belongs to the set of all the maximal elements of r/J"( z ;1). and the converse holds. that is. the following lemma holds. 
for any z of Z. we show the converse of the above inclusion relationship; Note that ~. E. IJ.
Let R be a probabi 1 i ty on (X;. J;) and let P be the product probabi 1 i ty of R. ~ l-Oa;EM[X';(~b;)]R{x;EX;;x;:ia;l Let F (z) be the expression which is substituted the third expression of (4.7) in place of R {x; EX;; X; (x;) ~b;} of the second expression of (4.6). that is. Denote by G (z) the modi f ied thi rd expression in (4.6). namely. 
L.D. Bodin [3] has shown that for any binary-state systems the stochastic bounds using modular decompositions are better than those directly derived. We now rewrite Theore.4.1. Suppose that X satisfies MC condition and R. a probability. on (X j. J-j). i=I, .... r. are associated. Then we have for any z of Z.
Proof: The fi rst inequality is obvious from (4.6). 
Therefore. it follows that F(z)~G(z) for any z of Z. Finally. the third inequali ty holds from lemma 4.2.
Re.ark to Theore. 4. L If X does not satisfy MC condition, the second inequali ty. i. e.. F (z) ~ G (z). does not necessari ly hold. See Example 4.2. On the other hand. note that MC condition of X is invariably satisfied for any binary systems since the state spaces of the system and all the components are two-element totally ordered se ts. Theorem 4.1 shows that F (z) is always the better bound than G (z) if X satisfies MC condition and R is associated.
From a physical point of view. F(z) is the lower bound for P (cV'(z ~)} when the lower bound of all the modules is regarded as 
Theore. 4 In order to explain the behavior of the stochastic bounds mentioned above, we present two simple examples by using multi-state systems, which defined in 3. In the following, R (i) denotes the system reliability P {rp'(i~)} obtained by Theorem 3.1. and F (j) and G (i) denote the lower bounds of P {rp'(j ~)} by (4.8) and Note that X 1 and X 2 satisfy MC condition. The calculated resul ts are as follows: We wi 11 present a rough estimation of the computational complexity for the system reliability and the stochastic bounds mentioned above.
In order to avoid the complicated discussion.
we treat the multistate system as an object of our investigation in this section. We assume the multi-state system (ni~cQ;. S.CP) satisfying that n is the number of all the components. m is the cardinality of the state space and r is the number of all the modules.
In the following. Rc' Gc and F c denote the computational complexity needed for calculating the precise reliability P {If'(s~)}. the lower bounds G (s) and F (s) for any s(=O ..... m-I).
respectively. where the computational complexity indicates the time complexity which counts an elementary operation. i.e .
• an arithmetical operation. as one step. Note that the precise reliability P {If'(s~)} is obtained by (3.5) . and the lower bounds G (s) and F (s) are done by (3.9) and (4.8) respectively.
Equat ion (3.5) means that all of the elements of If'(s~) should be ascertained wi thout omission so as to calculate the precise reliability. Noticing that the number of all the elements of n i~C Q; is mn we conclude that the computational complexi ty Consequently. under several above assumptions. we have a rough estimation that the computational complexity as follows: Rc=O(m n ). Gc=O(nmk) and Fc='O(m'max{n u. r v)).
Thus. in genera\.
it is not feasible to calculate the precise reliability of a large and complex system. With respect to the computational complexity of stochastic bounds. we conclude that the method using the modular decomposition is more useful than that of no use.
Finally. we demonstrate the two following case; Ac know I edge.en t s The authors wish to thank the referees for their helpful comments and suggestions.
